NURSING STUDENTS NEEDED FOR VIRTUAL REALITY STUDY

A Multi-site Study Evaluating the Usability of a Second Generation VR for Refreshing Sterile Urinary Catheterization Skills

The School of Nursing is Partnering with Boise State University to conduct a usability research study for an innovative sterile catheterization game. Nursing students will practice insertion skills using the virtual reality sterile urinary catheter insertion game using Oculus Rift with haptics. The study will require approximately 30-45 minutes to complete. Upon completion, students will receive immediate feedback and complete a brief survey about their experience. Use the QR code below to sign up now!

---

Study Timeline
Jan 2018 - May 2018

Flexible open-lab hours will be available

You may withdraw from the study anytime

Your feedback will be used to improve the simulation

Names will not be used in the data collection

Please sign up using the sign-up sheet in HSS room 117 or by scanning the QR code below